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Description
Technical Field
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[0001] The present disclosure relates to communication systems, for example to communication systems which utilize
Real-Time Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for communicating various types of digital data, for example graphics
data, image data, video data, audio data and similar. Moreover, the present disclosure is also concerned with methods
of operating aforesaid communication systems for communicating various types of data. Furthermore, the present disclosure is also concerned with software products recorded on machine-readable data storage media, wherein the software
products are executable upon computing hardware for implementing aforesaid methods.
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[0002] In overview, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is widely used for implementing the contemporary Internet.
The Protocol is an application protocol for distributed, collaborative hypermedia information systems. In implementation,
HTTP is a multi-linear set of objects which are operable to build a network using logical links to define the network; the
links are often referred to as being "hyperlinks" which define a network relationship between nodes.
[0003] HTTP is operable to function as a request-response protocol, for example in a client-serving model as implemented for the Internet. In the model, a web browser is optionally used to implement a client, and a software application
executing upon a server may host a web site. In operation, a given client submits a HTTP request message to the server,
which responds by providing resources such as HTML files and other content, or performs data processing functions
on behalf of the client, or even returns a response message to the client. The aforesaid web browser is susceptible to
being implemented in various ways, for example as a user agent, as a web crawler or any other software executable
upon computing hardware that accesses, consumes or displays Internet-derived data content.
[0004] HTTP is designed to permit immediate network elements to enable communications between clients and servers.
High-traffic web-sites of the Internet often employ web cache servers that are operable to deliver content on behalf of
upstream servers to improve response times for data and/or service delivery. Moreover, HTTP proxy servers at private
network boundaries are beneficially used to facilitate communication for clients without a globally routable Internet
address, namely by relaying messages via external servers.
[0005] HTTP resources are identified and located on a given network by using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI’s),
also referred to as Uniform Resource Locators (URL’s). Moreover, URI’s and hyperlinks are expressed in Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) that is capable of forming webs of mutually interlinked hypertext documents.
[0006] An HTTP session is implemented by way of a sequence of network request-response transactions. For example,
an HTTP client initiates a request by establishing a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection to a particular port
on a server. An HTTP server listens for the client’s request message and responds by sending back a status line, for
example "HTTP/1.1 200 OK" together with an associated message. A body of this associated message is often the
requested resource, although an error message may alternatively be returned.
[0007] HTTP defines methods, conveniently referred to as "verbs", for indicating a desired action to be performed in
respect of an identified resource. The resource is, for example, a data file or an output from an executable object residing
on one or more servers. Examples of HTTP methods, also known as HTTP "verbs", are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: HTTP methods (HTTP "verbs")
"Verb"

Details

GET

Requests a representation of a specified resource, wherein requests using "GET" should only
retrieve data

HEAD

Requests a response which is identical to that obtainable from GET, but devoid of any response
body; "HEAD" is often employed for retrieving meta-data in an efficient manner

POST

Requests that a given server accepts an entity enclosed in the request as a new sub-ordinate
of a given web resource identified by a URL

PUT

Requests that an enclosed entity be stored in respect of a supplied URI (URL). If the URI refers
to an already existing resource, that resource is modified.

DELETE

Requests deletion of a specified resource

TRACE

Results in a received request to be echoed back to the given client
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(continued)
"Verb"

Details

OPTIONS

Returns HTTP methods supported by a server associated with a given URL

CONNECT

Converts a requested connection to a transparent TCP/IP tunnel, for example for facilitating
TLS and SSL-encrypted communication (HTTPs) through an unencrypted HTTP proxy as
aforementioned; by default, an HTTP connection is unencrypted, whereas an HTTPS
connection is encrypted.

PATCH

Requests application of partial modifications to a given resource
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[0008] Thus, a principal transfer protocol employed by contemporary web browsers is aforesaid HTTP; several associated "ecosystems", and software that they utilize, in particular browser software applications, are not able to function
without using HTTP. As aforementioned, HTTP is based upon requests, see Table 1 that are transmitted and, on response
to these requests, HTML pages or binary data such as images or audio streams/files are commonly served in response
to receiving the requests.
[0009] On account of the complexity of the Internet, Internet communication delays, namely "latency", can arise in
operation. Such delays can cause problems in demanding data exchange situations, for example when two-way (fullduplex) communication is desired, where real-time response is desired, for example transfer and reception of video
images and/or audio with very little delay. Bi-directional communication via the Internet is known from Voice-over-InternetProtocol (VoIP) and also from Internet-based video conferencing, for example as contemporarily provided using Skype
software and similar; "Skype" is a registered trademark.
[0010] It is known to employ protocols known as "WebSockets", as described at a web-site http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6455, for addressing specific types of communication needs. Following communication properties are thereby capable of being achieved:
(i) a WebSocket is employed inside an HTTP/HTTPS tunnel; in such a case, firewalls have already been opened
for ports 80/443, because they are contemporarily commonly utilized on web browsers; and
(ii) a WebSocket is utilized in a full-duplex connection mode, wherein only one TCP connection is able to communicate
both ways in real-time, namely it is able to transmit and receive data with one connection by changing the direction
of data delivery.
[0011] However, such WebSockets can be port-dependent which represents an undesirable limitation.
[0012] In a granted US patent US 6892240 B1 ("Bidirectional Communication System and Method", Inventor: Kazuaki
Nakajima, Applicant: Nec Corporation), there is described a bidirectional communication method that allows real-time
information sharing among clients on an Intranet through a server on the Internet. Two connections are firstly established
between the server and a given client through an HTTP proxy. One of the two connections is then set to a downstream
connection using a GET method of HTTP to allow real-time data transfer from the server to the given client, and the
other of the two connections is set to an upstream connection using a POST method of HTTP to allow real-time data
transfer from the given client to the server. Subsequently, data cells are transferred between the server and the given
client through the upstream connection and the downstream connection.
[0013] In a published US patent application US 20100042677 A1 ("Two-way Communication System, Server Unit,
Repeater, Two-way Communication Method and Program", Inventor: Kazushige Ishikawa, Applicant: Kazushige
Ishikawa), there is described a two-way communication system, which includes a server unit that is operable to conduct
simultaneously two-way communication with a plurality of client units. Each client unit includes a client-side communication module to send data to the server unit via an uplink connection established between that client unit and the server
unit.
[0014] The server unit includes a server-side communication module to send data to each client unit via a junction
line to a repeater. The repeater includes a repeater-side communication module to send the data sent from the server
unit to the plurality of client units via downlink connections established between the repeater and the plurality of client units.
Summary
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[0015] The present disclosure seeks to provide a communication system which is capable of providing two-way data
communication via an HTTP communication network in an improved manner.
[0016] Moreover, the present disclosure seeks to provide an improved method of operating a communication system
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for providing two-way data communication via an HTTP communication network.
[0017] According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a communication system which is operable
to support HTTP-compliant communication, wherein the communication system is operable to establish a two-way realtime communication link between two nodes of the system by employing a combination of GET and POST methods
associated with HTTP, and wherein a data exchange via the communication link is implemented in a chunked manner
using HTTP data chunks, characterized in that:

10

(i) the communication system is configured to optimize a maximum segment size, MSS, as a function of a communication network capability supporting the communication link; the MSS being optimized in view of a maximum
transfer unit, MTU, that represents an identified weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes;
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(ii) the communication system is configured to optimize the size of the HTTP data chunks to be communicated
through the communication link (40) that is based upon the optimized MSS, such that each of the HTTP data chunks
carries exactly the amount of data in bytes that the weakest link can transmit corresponding to the MTU that represents
the identified weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes; and
(iii) the communication system is configured to implement the data exchange via the communication link, by employing
transfer encoding, in the chunked manner using the HTTP data chunks.
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[0018] The communication system is of advantage in that it is capable of providing real-time two-way communication
with reduced latency.
[0019] Optionally, the CONNECT method is capable of being used in three different types of scenario:
(i) a connection is tunneled into a target; this is beneficially a default scenario;
(ii) a connection is tunneled via a local host to a target, resulting in data being transferred from a transmission
process in the local service to a forwarding proxy process, from within the data is transmitted to the target; such an
approach is beneficial because it is capable of preventing anti-virus software from analyzing the data and inadvertently
blocking or otherwise interfering with the data;
(iii) a connection is tunneled into a forwarding proxy server which then redirects the data to its target; such an
approach is beneficial to employ in load-balancing systems, namely in systems wherein a network load caused by
clients is distributed optimally to the target. For example, it is faster to transmit data in a backbone network than via
direct connection.
[0020] Optionally, in the communication system, the two-way communication link is TCP/IP and/or UDP tunnelled by
employing a CONNECT method associated with HTTP.
[0021] Optionally, in the communication system, the communication link includes a reception connection and a transmission connection for providing the two-way communication, and wherein the connections are maintained open until
an empty HTTP data chunk is received.
[0022] Optionally, in the communication system, the communication link is operable to employ encryption of data
communicated therethrough.
[0023] Optionally, in the communication system, the communication link is operable to provide communication of at
least one of: graphics data, image data, video data, audio data, unstructured data.
[0024] According to a second aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a method of establishing a communication
link via a communication system which is operable to support HTTP-compliant communication, wherein the method
includes:
(a) using the communication system to establish a two-way real-time communication link between two nodes of the
communication system by employing a combination of GET and POST methods associated with HTTP;
(b) exchanging data via the communication link in a chunked manner using HTTP data chunks;
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characterized in that the method further includes:

55

(c) optimizing a maximum segment size (MSS) as a function of a communication network capability supporting the
communication link), the MSS being optimized in view of a maximum transfer unit, MTU, that represents an identified
weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes; and
(d) optimizing the size of the HTTP data chunks to be communicated through the communication link (40) based
upon the optimized MSS, such that each of the HTTP data chunks carries exactly the amount of data in bytes that
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the weakest link can transmit corresponding to the MTU that represents the identified weakest link of networks
coupling the two nodes;
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wherein the data exchange via the communication link is implemented, by employing transfer encoding, in the chunked
manner using HTTP data chunks.
[0025] Optionally, the method includes TCP/IP and/or UDP tunnelling the two-way communication link by employing
a CONNECT method associated with HTTP.
[0026] Optionally, in the method, the communication link includes a reception connection and a transmission connection
for providing the two-way communication, and wherein the connections are maintained open until an empty HTTP chunk
is received.
[0027] Optionally, in the method, the communication link is operable to employ encryption of data communicated
therethrough.
[0028] Optionally, in the method, the communication link is operable to provide communication of at least one of:
graphics data, image data, video data, audio data, unstructured data.
[0029] According to a third aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a software product recorded on machine-readable
data storage media, characterized in that the software product is executable upon computing hardware for implementing
the method pursuant to the second aspect of the disclosure.
[0030] Optionally, the software product is expressed in HTTP and is executable upon a server of a communication
network operating according to HTTP.
[0031] The present invention is of advantage in that the communication system is capable of providing two-way, fullduplex communication, either unencrypted or encrypted, by utilizing known HTTP transfer protocol in such a way that
extra configurations are not necessary in software or hardware firewalls and/or in anti-virus software applications executing in the communication system.
[0032] Moreover, the present invention is of advantage in that it improves the functionality and reliability of communication applications, and thus simplifies technical maintenance issues associated with the system, for example data
security settings.
[0033] It will be appreciated that features of the invention are susceptible to being combined in various combinations
without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
Description of the diagrams
[0034] Embodiments of the present disclosure will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the
following diagrams wherein:
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FIG. 1
FIG. 2
FIG. 3

is an illustration of a communication network operable to employ HTTP;
is an illustration of a set of steps of a method of the disclosure; and
is an illustration of an alternative set of steps of a method of the disclosure.

[0035] In the accompanying diagrams, an underlined number is employed to represent an item over which the underlined number is positioned or an item to which the underlined number is adjacent. A non-underlined number relates to
an item identified by a line linking the non-underlined number to the item. When a number is non-underlined and accompanied by an associated arrow, the non-underlined number is used to identify a general item at which the arrow is
pointing.
Description of embodiments of the disclosure
[0036] In overview, with reference to FIG. 1, there is hereinafter described a system, a portion of which is indicated
generally by 5, and associated method, which is capable of deducing delays, namely "latency", in respect of HTTP for
two-way real-time communication in a manner that description of HTTP employed conforms to standards such as
RFC2621, RFC2068 and RFC1945. Normally, HTTP is not designed to enable real-time two-way communication between
first and second nodes 10A, 10B, wherein a given client is able simultaneously to transmit real-time data and to receive
real-time in such a manner that:
(i) a communication connection 20 employed between the two nodes 10A, 10B is operable to support the two-way
communication in an encrypted format;
(ii) virus protection software 30 does not interfere with contents 40 being transmitted and received via the communication connection 20;
(iii) firewalls 60 are not able to prevent network traffic unless a general blockage of Internet traffic, namely "WWW
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traffic", is blocked, for example in a situation of a banking connection employed for secure financial transactions; and
(iv) network devices, for example bridges and routers, are not able to analyze and interfere with data to be communicated via the communication connection 20.
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[0037] Embodiments of the present disclosure are capable of addressing functionalities (i) to (iv) by employing following
features:
(a) two mutually different types of GET and POST methods are used, see Table 1 above, wherein the GET method
constructs a reception connection via the communication connection 20, and the POST method constructs a transmission connection via the communication connection 20;
(b) both connections are tunnelled using the CONNECT method as employed in contemporary HTTP; and
(c) a form of "chunked" or multi-part transfer encoding is employed, as will be elucidated in more detail below.
[0038] Conventionally, HTTP is used for Internet sessions, wherein the GET and POST methods are employed in a
mutually independent manner. For example, the GET method is used for requesting HTML content from a web-server
which is operable to function as a host for a web-browser client, wherein connections for the GET method remain open
until all response data is delivered from the host to the client. Moreover, a connection procedure is employed which is
the same as the POST method, see Table 1, except that data is delivered from the client to the host.
[0039] In embodiments described hereinafter, communication is executed in such a manner that a given socket is
used in a half-duplex manner, which distinguishes the embodiments from known approaches, for example aforesaid
WebSockets. In the embodiments, transmission and/or reception of data is more efficient than in a full-duplex connection,
because network interface cards do not need to switch their input/output (I/O) states between reception and transmission.
Such switching employed in known technical art consumes system resources and correspondingly decreases potential
communication speed.
[0040] In the embodiments described hereinafter, a socket is utilized after an initialisation of HTTP GET and POST
methods only, either in a reception mode or in a transmission mode. In consequence, a network adapter used only needs
to operate in a half-duplex state only, thereby saving network infrastructure and device resources, because the connection
operates solely in either a transmitting mode or a reception mode after negotiated HTTP GET and/or POST method
headers until a finish of the connection occurs. Moreover, other benefits also arise, for example firewalls and routers,
namely hubs and switches, receive less switching load and thus will not break as fast as known contemporary full-duplex
communication approaches that use only one full-duplex connection. Thus, embodiments described hereinafter are
much more resource-efficient than aforesaid WebSockets, for example.
[0041] Aforementioned known WebSockets can be easily analysed by firewalls as belonging to an unidentified connection type and thus disconnected, thereby preventing or restricting their usage, irrespective of whether or not an
associated connection is tunnelled or not. In embodiments described hereinafter, a GET or POST connection functions
according to HTTP protocol, and thus firewalls cannot restrict or prevent communication utilizing these methods.
[0042] In the embodiments as described hereinafter, UDP protocol which is estimated to be substantially three times
faster than TCP, is beneficially employed,. Optionally, the embodiments can use peer-to-peer (P2P) connections, which
allow communication to be achieved at application level.
[0043] Embodiments described herewith are differentiated from known HTTP implementations, in that known HTTP
implementations are devoid of any link between GET and POST methods; in contradistinction, embodiments described
herein employ GET and POST methods merged together in a novel manner for providing a real-time full-duplex data
communication. The mentioned full-duplex data communication is implemented by using one reception connection and
one transmission connection. One reception connection or one transmission connection can use one half-duplex connection mode or one full-duplex connection mode.
[0044] Although embodiments will be described below based upon Transport Control Protocol (TCP), it will be appreciated that User Datagram Protocol (UDP) can be employed as an alternative. Although both the UDP and TCP rely on
an underlying Internet Protocol (IP), and both a UDP datagram and a TCP segment are transmitted in an IP packet, the
UDP is distinguished in that it is a connectionless protocol that makes it possible to achieve peer-to-peer communications
between applications, not only inside a local area network (LAN), but also in the outer Internet, by using a network
address translation (NAT) traversal technique. By employing such an approach, a need to transfer data via servers in
the system 5 can be avoided, resulting in considerable communication network capacity being saved. An additional
benefit resulting from using UDP in the system 5 is that it is substantially three times more efficient in its use of network
communication capacity than TCP, because UDP is not a controlled protocol. Moreover, the MSS capacity measured
in bytes in both IPv4 and IPv6 communication networks, for example used for implementing the system 5, is larger,
because UDP headers are smaller than corresponding TCP headers.
[0045] Although use of TCP for both GET and POST connections will be described in the following, it will be appreciated
that, optionally, only one of these connections uses TCP and the other of these connections uses UDP. Moreover, it will
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also be appreciated that both the GET and POST connections can utilize UDP.
[0046] It will be appreciated that the data in the transmitting or receiving end can also change from the circuit switched
to IP-based data and correspondingly from IP-based to circuit switched data, without departing from the scope of the
invention.
[0047] In a first example embodiment, a series of steps are performed as follows with reference to FIG. 2:
STEP 1 (S1): a client to a data connection generates a unique stream identification (ID), wherein the ID is employed
to pair GET and POST methods together, so that a server employed to implement the data connection is aware
that the pair of GET and POST methods belong to the same client. The ID employed will be elucidated in greater
detail later. However, it will be appreciated that GET and POST methods do not limit the present invention when
the unique stream identification (ID) is used to combine transmission and reception connections. Even though the
principal purpose of the Stream ID is to bind the transmission and reception connections of the client together at
the server, it can simultaneously be used also for authenticating and identifying the client. This means that the server
can then discard harmful, erroneous and/or unidentified connections before their processing continues. Such functionality makes it possible to protect the server and to reduce/prune the server load caused by unidentified connection
requests and unnecessary computing. In other words, this enables the system to conserve resources, which provides
a benefit of saving energy and decreasing the number of servers that are needed in the server facilities, especially
in load balancing systems.

20

STEP 2 (S2): the client then establishes two TCP/IP connections to the server, for example at its default port "80",
after which the client transmits a header associated with a CONNECT method. In operation, the CONNECT method
converts the requested data connection into a transparent TCP/IP tunnel, for example usually to facilitate TLS and
SSL-encrypted communication (HTTP) through an unencrypted proxy as aforementioned.

25

[0048] When implementing the STEPS 1 and 2, various forms of encryption are optionally employed, for example SSL
1.0, SSL 2.0, SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, TLS 1.2 or similar types of encryption. However, the aforesaid tunnel is
beneficially transparent for ensuring secure communication between different "ecosystems". Moreover, it is also beneficial
to employ hardware which is protected against malicious attacks or interference. Such a transparent tunnel connection
as employed for implementing embodiments of the disclosure is capable of preventing hacker, hostile software, antivirus software, firewall software or other devices and/or software that are operable to monitor and analyze data traffic
from interfering with data that is communicated via the tunnel connection.

30
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STEP 3 (S3): depending upon the receiving or transmitting connection employed for the communication tunnel, the
header of the GET method or the POST method continues to be transmitted and received. The header contains
necessary information for a given communication session provided by the communication tunnel. Moreover, the
header beneficially employs a convention form of data structure, although the header includes following parameters:
(i) the stream ID kind of information for bonded/linked connections; and
(ii) the transfer encoding as chunked or multi-part format.
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Information included in the header ensures that transfer and reception of data occurs as individual data blocks. Beneficially, a Maximum Segment Size (MSS) of the data is optimized to a capability of a network supporting the communication
tunnel, taking into consideration an amount of bytes used for the chunked or multi-part header, so that bytes are not lost
when transferring and receiving data; a reliable and secure data exchange is thereby provided.
[0049] Such network optimization is, for example, implemented by requesting a Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) value
from networks coupling connected client devices to the server. It is thereby feasible to identify a weakest communication
link in the communication network, and thereafter setting the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) for transmissions to a client
device associated with the weakest link at a rate which can be accommodated by the weakest link. The MSS value is
optionally communicated by the server to other client devices of the system. Such network optimization is beneficially
implemented using a method having following steps:
Step A: the system determines a weakest data link coupling the server to the client devices; for example, the MTU
value for a given data link is 1500 Bytes. When this MTU value is subtracted by the number of TCP header Bytes,
namely 40 Bytes, 1460 Bytes are available. These 1460 Bytes correspond to the MSS.
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Step B: the system determines a MSS for a given session by employing the MSS of the weakest identified link.
Step C: optionally, a Nagle algorithm employed in the system is disabled in order to prevent congestion control
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within the system, namely achieved by setting the TCP_NODELAY option on a socket of the system, which disables
the Nagle algorithm. Such disablement of the Nagle algorithm is desirable, because the Nagle algorithm waits before
a certain amount of Bytes of data have been added to a transmission queue before a corresponding data packet is
sent. When the Nagle algorithm is disabled, the system is capable of sending a data packet of size determined
solely by the system, as aforementioned.
STEP 4 (S4): once the HTTP request header has been transmitted, and a corresponding successful response has
been received from the server, duplex data reception and transmission are then commenced. There has thereby
been successfully made two connections with the server, namely a reception connection and a transmission connection; these connections are maintained in an open state until an empty data chunk or an empty multi-part data
block is received.
[0050] Two example embodiments will next be elucidated by way of HTTP code.
[0051] Example 1: there is provided HTTP code which is operable when executed to create a simple tunnelled reception
connection between the client and the server, wherein a peer with an IP address 192.168.0.101 connects to a host with
an IP address 192.168.0.100. Use of both "GET" and "CONNECT" methods in the HTTP code is to be found, together
with chunked transfer-coding being specified:
<connect>
<send> CONNECT 192.168.0.100:80 HTTP/1.0\r\n
<send> Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.0) Gurulogic \r\n
<send> \r\n
<send> GET /readstream? streamid= 12345&param1=value1&param2=value2 HTTP/1.1 \r\n
<send> Host: 192.168.0.100\r\n
<send> Transfer-Coding: chunked \r\n
<send> User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.0) Gurulogic\r\n
<send> \r\n
<recv> HTTP/1.1 200 OK \r\n
<recv> 5AD\r\n
<recv> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
<recv> 5AD\r\n
<recv> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
<recv> 5AD\r\n
<recv> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
<recv> 0 \r\n
<disconnect from 192.168.0.100>

[0052] Example 2: there is provided HTTP code which is operable when executed to create a simple tunnelled transmission connection between the client and the server, wherein a peer with an IP address 192.168.0.101 is connected
with the host that has a corresponding IP address 192.168.0.100. Use of both "POST" and "CONNECT" methods in the
HTTP code is to be found, together with chunked transfer-coding being specified:
<connect to 192.168.0.100>
<send> CONNECT 192.168.0.100:80 HTTP/1.0 \r\n
<send> Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.0) Gurulogic \r\n
<send> \r\n
<send> POST /writestream?streamid=12345&param1=value1&param2=value2HTTP/1.1)\r\n
<send> Host: 192.168.0.100\r\n
<send> Transfer-Coding: chunked \r\n
<send> User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.0) Gurulogic\r\n
<send> \r\n
<send> 5AD\r\n
<send> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
<send> 5AD\r\n
<send> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
...
<send> 5AD\r\n
<send> 1453 bytes of data... \r\n
<send> 0 \r\n
<recv> HTTP/1.1 200 OK \r\n
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[0053] In these two Examples 1 and 2, it is assumed that the MSS is 1460 bytes, so actually the data size for an
optimized chunk is 1453 bytes. An optimized chunk size is calculated in the system by using a formula as given in
Equation 1 (Eq. 1):
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[0054] The beginning of the chunk header consists of the length of the actual chunk data, for example in hexadecimal
notation, and of the end of one or more line characters, which are usually both Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (Lf).
The end of the chunk is similar to the end of line characters, which complete the chunk.
[0055] Referring next to FIG. 2, it will be appreciated that the STEP 3 (S3), namely establishing a connection tunnel
by utilizing the CONNECT method, is optionally omitted as provided in FIG. 3. The connection tunnel is omitted when
there is not a requirement for the tunnel. Thus, when a communication is not utilized, only STEPS 1, 2 and 4 are employed.
Moreover, in respect of FIG. 2, it is also to be appreciated that the connection tunnel can be constructed only for the
GET connection or the POST connection, namely an asymmetrical tunnel communication arrangement between a
plurality of nodes; optionally, the communication tunnel is used only for GET or POST connections.
[0056] Example 3: MSS optimization depends solely upon a given payload provided by a given data chunk, because
corresponding http chunk headers have already been stripped off at that point in the processing, whereas the payload
of the data block is 100%. Now, such MSS optimization is principally based upon a concept as follows: The maximum
transmission unit (MTU) is an individual transmission burst and, as such, the largest protocol data unit that the layer can
pass onwards, for example 1500 Bytes, and the MSS (maximum segment size) has a data size which is equal to MTU
minus the protocol headers. In the embodiments of the technology pursuant to the present disclosure, the MSS carries
exactly the amount of data in Bytes that the weakest link of the network in question can transmit. Therefore, no splitting
of data into smaller packets occurs when technology pursuant to the application is used, which increases the speed and
reliability of data transmission, which in turn results in less collisions and packet losses, for example in a WiFi network.
[0057] An example of MSS optimization is as follows:
CLIENT 1

OPERATORS between CLIENT1 and CLIENT
2

CLIENT 2

(MTU of the network 1500
Bytes)

(MTU of the weakest network 600 Bytes)

(MTU of the network 1300
Bytes)

Commencing Connection Creation:
[0058] ICMP-pings are sent to test the network; it is detected that communication between the CLIENT 1 and the
CLIENT 2 is prevented if MTU > 600. Therefore, the MTU is set to 600 Bytes, which means that the MSS is 560 Bytes,
after the 40 Bytes of TCP header have been omitted, namely taken into account. It will be appreciated that the headers
in the UDP protocol are smaller, so if UDP is used, the payload will be correspondingly larger.
[0059] CLIENT1 then transmits to CLIENT 2 a 3000-Byte packet which is split into 6 parts. Such splitting is simple,
and beneficially implemented pursuant to a following formula: the entire amount of Bytes is divided by the smallest MTU
in the network, minus the start and end chunked headers, namely 3000 / (560 - (5 + 2)) = 5.42 packets, which is rounded
to a nearest integer number of packets, unless other data is being queued for transmission.
Packet 1: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 553 Bytes.
Packet 2: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 553 Bytes.
Packet 3: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 553 Bytes.
Packet 4: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 553 Bytes.
Packet 5: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 553 Bytes.
Packet 6: 560 Bytes are transmitted, of which the payload is 235 Bytes.
[0060] If the packet were transmitted directly without splitting, namely as one 3000 Byte packet, then it would have
been divided, namely fragmented, by devices of operators along the network, which would have taken time and which
might potentially have caused problems, and possibly it would have been necessary to retransmit lost packets, all of
which would have resulted in the transmitter having to wait before transmitting new packets, due to a lag caused by an
unstable network of the recipient.
[0061] Modifications to embodiments described in the foregoing are possible without departing from the scope of the
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5

invention as defined by the accompanying claims. Expressions such as "including", "comprising", "incorporating", "consisting of", "have", "is" used to describe and claim the present invention are intended to be construed in a non-exclusive
manner, namely allowing for items, components or elements not explicitly described also to be present. Reference to
the singular is also to be construed to relate to the plural. Numerals included within parentheses in the accompanying
claims are intended to assist understanding of the claims and should not be construed in any way to limit subject matter
claimed by these claims.

Claims
10

1.

15

(i) the communication system is configured to optimize a maximum segment size, MSS, as a function of a
communication network capability supporting the communication link (40), the MSS being optimized in view of
a maximum transfer unit, MTU, that represents an identified weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes;
(ii) the communication system is configured to optimize the size of the HTTP data chunks to be communicated
through the communication link (40) that is based upon the optimized MSS, such that each of the HTTP data
chunks carries exactly the amount of data in bytes that the weakest link can transmit corresponding to the MTU
that represents the identified weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes; and
(iii) the communication system is configured to implement the data exchange via the communication link (40),
by employing transfer encoding in the chunked manner using the HTTP data chunks.
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A communication system (5) which is operable to support HTTP-compliant communication, wherein the communication system (5) is operable to establish a two-way real-time communication link (40) between two nodes (10A,
10B) of the communication system (5) by employing a combination of GET and POST methods associated with
HTTP, and wherein a data exchange via the communication link (40) is implemented in a chunked manner using
HTTP data chunks characterized in that:

2.

The communication system (5) as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the two-way communication link (40)
is TCP/IP and/or UDP tunnelled by employing a CONNECT method associated with HTTP.

3.

The communication system (5) as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the communication link (40) includes
a reception connection and a transmission connection for providing the two-way communication, and wherein the
connections are maintained open until an empty HTTP chunk is received.

4.

The communication system (5) as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the communication link (40) is operable
to employ encryption of data communicated therethrough.

5.

The communication system (5) as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the communication link (40) is operable
to provide communication of at least one of: graphics data, image data, video data, audio data, text data, unstructured
data.

6.

A method of establishing a communication link (40) via a communication system (5) which is operable to support
HTTP-compliant communication, wherein the method includes:
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45

(a) using the communication system (5) to establish a two-way real-time communication link (40) between two
nodes (10A, 10B) of the communication system (5) by employing a combination of GET and POST methods
associated with HTTP; and
(b) exchanging data via the communication link (40) in a chunked manner using HTTP data chunks;
characterized in that the method further includes:

50

55

(c) optimizing a maximum segment size, MSS, as a function of a communication network capability supporting
the communication link (40), the MSS being optimized in view of a maximum transfer unit, MTU, that represents
an identified weakest link of networks coupling the two nodes; and
(d) optimizing the size of the HTTP data chunks to be communicated through the communication link (40) based
upon the optimized MSS, such that each of the HTTP data chunks carries exactly the amount of data in bytes
that the weakest link can transmit corresponding to the MTU that represents the identified weakest link of
networks coupling the two nodes;
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wherein the data exchange via the communication link (40) is implemented, by employing transfer encoding, in the
chunked manner using the HTTP data chunks.
7.

The method as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the method includes TCP/IP and/or UDP tunnelling the
two-way communication link (40) by employing a CONNECT method associated with HTTP.

8.

The method as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the communication link (40) includes a reception connection
and a transmission connection for providing the two-way communication, and wherein the connections are maintained
open until an empty HTTP chunk is received.

9.

The method as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the method includes operating the communication link
(40) to employ encryption of data communicated therethrough.
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10. The method as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the method includes operating the communication link
(40) to provide communication of at least one of: graphics data, image data, video data, audio data, text data,
unstructured data.
11. A software product recorded on machine-readable data storage media, characterized in that the software product
is executable upon computing hardware for implementing the method as claimed in claim 6.

20

12. The software product as claimed in claim 11, characterized in that the software product is expressed in HTTP and
is executable upon a server of a communication network operating according to HTTP.

25

Patentansprüche
1.

30

Kommunikationssystem (5), das betriebsfähig ist, HTTP-konforme Kommunikation zu unterstützen, wobei das Kommunikationssystem (5) betriebsfähig ist, durch Einsatz einer Kombination von GET- und POST-Verfahren, die HTTP
zugeordnet sind, eine bidirektionale Echtzeit-Kommunikationsverbindung (40) zwischen zwei Knoten (10A, 10B)
des Kommunikationssystems (5) einzurichten, und wobei ein Datenaustausch über die Kommunikationsverbindung
(40) in einer in Blöcke aufgeteilten Weise unter Verwendung von HTTP-Datenblöcken umgesetzt ist, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass:
(i) das Kommunikationssystem ausgestaltet ist, eine maximale Segmentgröße, MSS, als eine Funktion einer
Kommunikationsnetzfähigkeit zu optimieren, die die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) unterstützt, wobei die
MSS in Anbetracht einer maximalen Übertragungseinheit, MTU, optimiert wird, die eine identifizierte schwächste
Verbindung von Netzen darstellt, die die zwei Knoten koppeln;
(ii) das Kommunikationssystem ausgestaltet ist, die Größe der HTTP-Datenblöcke zu optimieren, die über die
Kommunikationsverbindung (40) zu kommunizieren sind, die auf der optimierten MSS basiert, so dass jeder
der HTTP-Datenblöcke genau die Menge an Daten in Bytes trägt, die die schwächste Verbindung entsprechend
der MTU übertragen kann, die die identifizierte schwächste Verbindung von Netzen darstellt, die die zwei Knoten
koppeln; und
(iii) das Kommunikationssystem ausgestaltet ist, durch Einsatz von Übertragungskodierung in der in Blöcke
aufgeteilten Weise unter Verwendung von HTTP-Datenblöcken den Datenaustausch über die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) umzusetzen.
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45

2.

Kommunikationssystem (5) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die bidirektionale Kommunikationsverbindung (40) TCP/IP oder UDP ist, das durch Einsatz eines CONNECT-Verfahrens, das HTTP zugeordnet ist,
getunnelt wird.

3.

Kommunikationssystem (5) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Kommunikationsverbindung
(40) eine Empfangsverbindung und eine Sendeverbindung zum Bereitstellen der bidirektionalen Kommunikation
umfasst, und wobei die Verbindungen offengehalten werden, bis ein leerer HTTP-Block empfangen wird.

4.

Kommunikationssystem (5) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Kommunikationsverbindung
(40) betriebsfähig ist, Verschlüsselung von Daten einzusetzen, die darüber kommuniziert werden.

5.

Kommunikationssystem (5) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Kommunikationsverbindung

50

55
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(40) betriebsfähig ist, Kommunikation von mindestens einem der folgenden bereitzustellen: Grafikdaten, Bilddaten,
Videodaten, Audiodaten, Textdaten, unstrukturierten Daten.
6.
5

Verfahren zum Einrichten einer Kommunikationsverbindung (40) über ein Kommunikationssystem (5), das betriebsfähig ist, HTTP-konforme Kommunikation zu unterstützen, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:
(a) Verwenden des Kommunikationssystems (5) zum Einrichten einer bidirektionalen Echtzeit-Kommunikationsverbindung (40) zwischen zwei Knoten (10A, 10B) des Kommunikationssystems (5) durch Einsatz einer
Kombination von GET- und POST-Verfahren, die HTTP zugeordnet sind; und
(b) Austauschen von Daten über die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) in einer in Blöcke aufgeteilten Weise
unter Verwendung von HTTP-Datenblöcken;

10

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:
(c) Optimieren einer maximalen Segmentgröße, MSS, als eine Funktion einer Kommunikationsnetzfähigkeit,
die die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) unterstützt, wobei die MSS in Anbetracht einer maximalen Übertragungseinheit, MTU, optimiert wird, die eine identifizierte schwächste Verbindung von Netzen darstellt, die die
zwei Knoten koppeln;
(d) Optimieren der Größe der HTTP-Datenblöcke, die über die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) zu kommunizieren sind, basierend auf der optimierten MSS, so dass jeder der HTTP-Datenblöcke genau die Menge an
Daten in Bytes trägt, die die schwächste Verbindung entsprechend der MTU übertragen kann, die die identifizierte schwächste Verbindung von Netzen darstellt, die die zwei Knoten koppeln;
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20

wobei durch Einsatz von Übertragungskodierung der Datenaustausch über die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) in
der in Blöcke aufgeteilten Weise unter Verwendung der HTTP-Datenblöcke umgesetzt wird.

25

7.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren TCP/IP- und/oder UDP-Tunneling der
bidirektionalen Kommunikationsverbindung (40) umfasst, durch Einsatz eines CONNECT-Verfahrens, das HTTP
zugeordnet ist.

8.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Kommunikationsverbindung (40) eine Empfangsverbindung und eine Sendeverbindung zum Bereitstellen der bidirektionalen Kommunikation umfasst, und wobei
die Verbindungen offengehalten werden, bis ein leerer HTTP-Block empfangen wird.

35

9.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren das Betreiben der Kommunikationsverbindung (40) umfasst, um Verschlüsselung von darüber kommunizierten Daten einzusetzen.

40

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren das Betreiben der Kommunikationsverbindung (40) umfasst, um Kommunikation von mindesten einem der folgenden bereitzustellen: Grafikdaten,
Bilddaten, Videodaten, Audiodaten, Textdaten, unstrukturierten Daten.

30

11. Softwareprodukt, das auf maschinenlesbaren Datenspeichermedien aufgezeichnet ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass das Softwareprodukt auf Computerhardware ausführbar ist, um das Verfahren nach Anspruch 6 umzusetzen.
45

12. Softwareprodukt nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Softwareprodukt in HTTP ausgedrückt
ist und auf einem Server eines Kommunikationsnetzes ausführbar ist, das nach HTTP arbeitet.

Revendications
50

1.

55

Système de communication (5) qui peut être utilisé pour prendre en charge une communication conforme au protocole
HTTP, dans lequel le système de communication (5) peut être utilisé pour établir une liaison de communication en
temps réel bidirectionnelle (40) entre deux noeuds (10A, 10B) du système de communication (5) en utilisant une
combinaison des méthodes GET et POST associées au protocole HTTP, et dans lequel un échange de données
par le biais de la liaison de communication (40) est mis en oeuvre de manière segmentée à l’aide de segments de
données HTTP, caractérisé en ce que :
(i) le système de communication est configuré pour optimiser une taille de segment maximum, MSS, en tant
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que fonction d’une capacité de réseau de communication prenant en charge la liaison de communication (40),
la MSS étant optimisée en vue d’une unité de transfert maximum, MTU, qui représente une liaison identifiée la
plus faible de réseaux reliant les deux noeuds ;
(ii) le système de communication est configuré pour optimiser la taille des segments de données HTTP à
communiquer par le biais de la liaison de communication (40) qui est basée sur la MSS optimisée, de telle sorte
que chacun des segments de données HTTP achemine exactement la quantité de données en octets que la
liaison la plus faible peut transmettre en correspondance avec la MTU qui représente la liaison la plus faible
identifiée de réseaux reliant les deux noeuds ; et
(iii) le système de communication est configuré pour mettre en oeuvre l’échange de données par le biais de la
liaison de communication (40), en utilisant un codage de transfert de manière segmentée à l’aide des segments
de données HTTP.

5

10

2.

Système de communication (5) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la liaison de communication bidirectionnelle (40) est tunnelisée sous TCP/IP et/ou UDP en utilisant une méthode CONNECT associée au protocole
HTTP.

3.

Système de communication (5) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la liaison de communication (40)
comprend une connexion de réception et une connexion de transmission pour fournir la communication bidirectionnelle, et dans lequel les connexions sont maintenues ouvertes jusqu’à ce qu’un segment HTTP vide soit reçu.

4.

Système de communication (5) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la liaison de communication (40)
peut être utilisée pour utiliser un chiffrement de données communiquées à travers elle.

5.

Système de communication (5) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la liaison de communication (40)
peut être utilisée pour fournir une communication d’au moins un élément parmi : des données graphiques, des
données d’images, des données vidéo, des données audio, des données textuelles, des données non structurées.

6.

Procédé d’établissement d’une liaison de communication (40) par le biais d’un système de communication (5) qui
peut être utilisé pour prendre en charge une communication conforme au protocole HTTP, dans lequel le procédé
consiste à :
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(a) utiliser le système de communication (5) pour établir une liaison de communication en temps réel bidirectionnelle (40) entre deux noeuds (10A, 10B) du système de communication (5) en utilisant une combinaison
des méthodes GET et POST associées au protocole HTTP ; et
(b) échanger des données par le biais de la liaison de communication (40) de manière segmentée à l’aide de
segments de données HTTP ;

35

caractérisé en ce que le procédé consiste en outre à :
(c) optimiser une taille de segment maximum, MSS, en tant que fonction d’une capacité de réseau de communication prenant en charge la liaison de communication (40), la MSS étant optimisée en vue d’une unité de
transfert maximum, MTU, qui représente une liaison identifiée la plus faible de réseaux reliant les deux noeuds ; et
(d) optimiser la taille des segments de données HTTP à communiquer par le biais de la liaison de communication
(40) basée sur la MSS optimisée, de telle sorte que chacun des segments de données HTTP achemine exactement la quantité de données en octets que la liaison la plus faible peut transmettre en correspondance avec
la MTU qui représente la liaison la plus faible identifiée de réseaux reliant les deux noeuds ;

40
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dans lequel l’échange de données par le biais de la liaison de communication (40) est mis en oeuvre, en utilisant
un codage de transfert de manière segmentée à l’aide des segments de données HTTP.
50

7.

Procédé selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le procédé consiste à tunneliser sous TCP/IP et/ou UDP
la liaison de communication bidirectionnelle (40) en utilisant une méthode CONNECT associée au protocole HTTP.

8.

Procédé selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que la liaison de communication (40) comprend une connexion
de réception et une connexion de transmission pour fournir la communication bidirectionnelle, et dans lequel les
connexions sont maintenues ouvertes jusqu’à ce qu’un segment HTTP vide soit reçu.

9.

Procédé selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le procédé consiste à utiliser la liaison de communication

55
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(40) pour utiliser un chiffrement de données communiquées à travers elle.

5

10. Procédé selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le procédé consiste à utiliser la liaison de communication
(40) pour fournir une communication d’au moins un élément parmi : des données graphiques, des données d’images,
des données vidéo, des données audio, des données textuelles, des données non structurées.
11. Produit logiciel enregistré sur un support de stockage de données lisible par une machine, caractérisé en ce que
le produit logiciel peut être exécuté sur un matériel informatique pour mettre en oeuvre le procédé selon la revendication 6.
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12. Produit logiciel selon la revendication 11, caractérisé en ce que le produit logiciel est exprimé dans un protocole
HTTP et peut être exécuté sur un serveur d’un réseau de communication fonctionnant conformément au protocole
HTTP.
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